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The hotel offers unrivalled services and facilities for the convenience of the travllers. Mumbai has no
dearth of 5 star hotels. Guests can choose from various hotels as per their requirement. Orchid
Mumbai is Indiaâ€™s one of the largest luxury hotels in Mumbai. It is Asiaâ€™s first certified eco friendly five
star hotels. The hotel is located adjacent to domestic airport making is very conveniently accessible
for the travllers coming from all parts of the world. It is only luxury hotel which is 2 minute drive to
the domestic airport of Mumbai. This beautiful deluxe hotel in Mumbai offers 374 rooms with a proud
tradition of organizing and hosting successful meetings and banquet facility in spacious deluxe
comfort. With varieties in Double rooms, Deluxe suits and single rooms, this beautiful hotel offers
total air conditioned and well furnished rooms for the accommodation of the guests. All the rooms
are equipped with all the modern amenities along with bedspreads, cushions, high class wall
paintings, mini bars, satellite TV, Channel music, with other facilities like round the clock laundry
and 24x7 room service for the convenience of the guests.

Orchid Mumbai is known to offer facilities for conducting large scale dinners by accommodating
around 700 guests. Our onsite catering and event planning services are here to assist you every
step of the way planning and executing the perfect event. The hotels also has 4 restaurants,
business center, nine meeting rooms, extensive Fitness club and Spa, indoor swimming pool and
ample parking space for guests too. The in room amenities are specially designed to keep the
travelers entertained and engaged. The dedicated staff is at your service 24 hours a day and is
deeply committed to achieve your satisfaction by providing you best accommodation and staff. The
well trained bilingual staff tries to cater to all your needs and makes you feel like home even if away
from it.

Of you intend to book Orchid hotel Mumbai from time to time the hotels offer various deals and
discounts so as to make your stay more economical and budget friendly. So if you are planning for a
trip to Mumbai than Orchid Mumbai invite you to indulge in a unique experience of intimacy, style
and top comfort created by smart, contemporary luxury design and by services standards that go
beyond guestâ€™s expectation.

So get ready to indulge into the comforts of this exceptional hotel in Mumbai.
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